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 The classification method in the spatial analysis modeling based on the 

multi-criteria parameter is currently widely used to manage geographic 

information systems (GIS) software engineering. The accuracy of the 

proposed model will play an essential role in the successful software 

development of GIS. This is related to the nature of GIS used for mapping 

through spatial analysis. This paper aims to propose a framework of spatial 

analysis using a hybrid estimation model-based on a combination of multi-

criteria decision-making (MCDM) and artificial neural networks (ANNs) 

(MCDM-ANNs) classification. The proposed framework is based on the 

comparison of existing frameworks through the concept of a literature 

review. The model in the proposed framework will be used for future work 

on the traffic accident-prone road classification through testing with a private 

or public spatial dataset. Model validation testing on the proposed framework 

uses metaheuristic optimization techniques. Policymakers can use the results 

of the model on the proposed framework for initial planning developing GIS 

software engineering through spatial analysis models. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Model accuracy prediction in the development of frameworks on GIS software is the first step in 

efforts to improve the quality of GIS software developed and is part of quality control and quality assurance 

[1]. Quality control will determine the method of spatial analysis to test quality standards [1]. A spatial 

analysis modeling is a process to build an artificial intelligence (AI) model that is combined with trials on 

spatial datasets [2], gathering spatial knowledge through spatial datasets and providing knowledge of models 

in the framework through AI methods from various sources. The purpose of the spatial analysis model is to 

make a description of the GIS software that will be developed, conduct simulations to test spatial datasets 

through models on the AI method used on the proposed framework that has already been described. Spatial 

datasets in GIS relate to how primary and secondary data are obtained through the collection process, and 

then how the data is processed through spatial analysis to be information in the decision support system [3]. 

Visualization of spatial data can be done with cloud-terminal integration GIS to provide convenience in the 

process of spatial analysis on a large number of spatial datasets [4], aggregation-based spatial datasets 

information retrieval system [5]. Spatial datasets as the key to the value of big data in spatial data mining 

(SDM) that refers to the description of attribute data requirements, how the data is obtained, and what AI 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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method is used to perform spatial analysis of the data [6], [4]. Spatial datasets become the basic structure in 

GIS for the process of spatial analysis algorithms, analyzing algorithm principles, or adapting existing 

algorithms [7]. The classification model in machine learning is prevalent [8] to be used research in the field 

of spatial analysis of GIS. However, there is no concrete statement regarding which classification algorithm 

is best to use with certainty because the accuracy, precision, and recall (APR) tests in each study use different 

sample data. It is also based on the field of study, which is always other on the object of research conducted. 

Previous research proposed a framework using the CART model (classification and regression 

trees), which reported a 10-fold increase in the best value for crash severity prediction [9]. However, the 

CART model has a weakness in the number of training data samples because changes in training and testing 

data samples affect the results of spatial analysis [10]. Spatial analysis model using data mining decision tree 

(J48, ID3, and CART) and naïve bayes classifiers [11] States that the accuracy value of 96.30% on the J48 

method is higher than ID3, CART, and naïve bayes, where the naïve bayes have better performance even 

though the accuracy value is small. Different studies suggest that the accuracy of prediction of classification 

models with the decision tree approach to reach 84.1% [12]. Also, indicate that the enhanced empirical 

bayesian (EB) method is a spatial analysis approach that is preferred for prediction of the number of 

accidents in road segments [13]. Maximizes the accuracy value of the model for Geo-spatial data using the 

adaptive k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier, i.e., by dynamically selecting k for each instance, the value 

being classified reaches a ROC AUC score of 0,9. The fuzzy deep-learning approach model is used to reduce 

the uncertainty of data in the prediction of traffic flows that affect road traffic accident rates [14]. 

Convolutional long short-term memory (ConvLSTM) neural network model [15] states that the proposed 

framework is sufficiently accurate and significant to improve accuracy in traffic accident prediction for 

heterogeneous data. The road accident classification model using random forests and boosted trees works 

equally well with an average value of 80% accuracy and a sensitivity value of 50% [16]. 

The discussion in this paper emphasizes the comparison in modeling spatial analysis using 

classification methods for hybrid models through the proposed framework. The general contribution of this 

proposed framework will be used for future work is integrated through the GIS-platform for the safe 

management and risk assessment [17], [18] of traffic accident-prone roads classification, to analyze multi-

criteria parameters that influence the results on the traffic accident-prone road classification, to purpose new 

parameters of spatial datasets, to enhance a framework of spatial analysis using a hybrid estimation model-

based on a combination of MCDM-ANNs, and to evaluate the enhancement of the new model through the 

hybrid. Model evaluation needs to be done to provide best practices for the resulting model [19]. Model 

performance assessment is influenced by balanced data to describe the quality of the resulting model, so as 

not to lead to misleading conclusions [16]. The proposed framework of classification models with MCDM-

ANNs hybrid to the implementation of prone-roads traffic accident classification and its differences with 

existing frameworks are presented of classification models. The selection of a model-based hybrid estimation 

on a combination of MCDM-ANNs classification in this proposed framework study is based on a literature 

review. The collection of dataset multi-criteria parameter for prone-roads traffic accident classification which 

has been used in the paper articles obtained to evaluate the proposed framework of classification models, 

explains also the validation and evaluation techniques of the proposed model. Modeling of group analytic 

hierarchy process (GAHP) technique to develop weighting technique on multi-parameter criteria applied to 

MCDM Methods which still use are a human assumption in weighting, proving through the sensitivity and 

stability test of GAHP technique modeling to MCDM methods by comparing the weight was given the 

human by manual assumption. 

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods are used in this study to process the determinant 

parameter data in the classification of accident-prone areas that include road conditions, traffic volume, 

accident rate [20], [21], assign weighting values to each factor based on literature and surveys to expert 

sources [22]. From the classification of the accident-prone areas, it becomes crucial to provide 

recommendations to the road auditor to conduct a traffic safety audit to obtain assessment criteria, 

implementation expenses, the number of involved traffic participants, the effect of road safety, protective 

effect, and social factors presenting difficulties [23]. The traffic safety audit is carried out by the 

administration of the road auditor by conducting a feasibility study of the network of accident-prone road 

categories [24]. MCDM methods have been used for analysis with simple additive weight (SAW), analytical 

hierarchy process (AHP), and fuzzy AHP method, used for road safety analysis (RSA) that can help decisions 

process in n determining the priority of road management and provide mitigating actions against the most 

vulnerable to accidents [25]. The MCDM method with technique for order preference by similarity to ideal 

solution (TOPSIS) method is used in the management of road safety, and road safety is one of the factors to 

reduce the number of traffic accidents by knowing the position of a road safety study in Bushehr province 

Bushehr-Borazjan roads and Borazjan-Genaveh based on various quantitative and qualitative criteria [26]. 

The MCDM model is one of the right approach models to deal with the problem of accident-prone road 
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section (APRS) because it uses several road and environmental criteria, both quantitative or qualitative; 

MCDM is related to the results of decision making for planning that involves stakeholders [27]. A framework 

to be proposed through the process of a literature review from several studies that have been done before. 

This proses to evaluate the benefits of research that has been done, to know the limitations of the method 

used, to identify research gaps that have been conducted, and to advise development for further research to 

get the right framework in the research the new [28]. The research questions in research are intended to focus 

on the subject area of the study by identifying and classifying the spatial analysis framework for accident-

prone traffic roads to be done [29]. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

The spatial analysis model using MCDM is a multi-criteria spatial decision support system (MC-

SDSS) developed in GIS technology by integrating MCDM as a method to determine the best alternative 

from the many choices available based on the spatial datasets described [30]. ANNs classification is a data 

mining technique in machine learning, mapping various attributes as input layer in a node, adding the hidden 

layer, which is then used to get the threshold to the non-linear output layer [31]. The proposed framework 

with the steps in Figure 1. 

The initial stage a proposed framework in Figure 1 is to plan topics and research trends with 

identifying in research needs for the literature review process through state-of-the-art frameworks, methods, 

datasets requirements, and gap analysis of existing methods and frameworks. Action adapting, improving, 

and hybrid implementation to model accuracy prediction in the development of frameworks. The state-of-the-

art from the literature review within the primary study is displayed in Table 1. 

 

 

Planning: Research Topics and Trends

State-of-the-art Datasets

State-of-the-art Methods

Gap Analysis of the Existing Methods and Frameworks

State-of-the-art Frameworks

Action: Adapting, Improving, and Hybrid Implementation to 
model accuracy prediction in the development of frameworks

 
 

Figure 1. Research method steps 

 

 

The literature review is in Table 1. The research [32] not shown the comparison of the accuracy and 

consistency of each method used with the confusion matrix. The meaning of empirical bayes has the best 

accuracy and consistency value that is not really visible. The standard deviation of the data distribution value 

in the sample data is only used to calculate the disaster-prone traffic accident rate, and there is no proof of the 

truth of the model used [33]. Discussion [34] is still limited to the use of an existing method, and knowledge 

combination has not been done as a hybrid model approach. The results of the comparison of the two 

methods are stated to be more accurate, but no precise accuracy value is given based on the value of the 

confusion matrix [35]. On research [36] have not considered the type of road type design, for example, 

arterial roads, collector roads, or roads based on their nature (geometric road), there are no studies on 

adaptive models that can expand machine learning through a combination of online learning and deep 

learning [37]. Paper discussion [38] is still limited to the use of an existing method; knowledge combination 

has not been done as a hybrid model approach. The DTR model in conducting the prediction accuracy in this 

study is still a macro-level crash count [39]. The model has weaknesses in terms of data simulation because it 

requires accident data at the beginning of the calculation [27]. Mathematical modeling in the comparison 

algorithm does not exist, so the comparison of results is difficult [40]; there is no evaluation of the models 

offered because the test data collected does not have a long-time span [16]. MLP is more accurate for 

available spatial datasets but becomes very vulnerable when there is data noise that can cause errors in 

predictions [34]. PNN has probabilistic outputs with multilayer perceptron networks, producing fairly 
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accurate predictions [34]. RBF is very weak in making predictions [34]. VKT parameters proved to be the 

most influential in road traffic accidents, then the V/C variable and driver speed based on the RReliefF 

algorithm calculation method [34]. The evaluation to perform the technique, The site consistency test (SCT), 

The method consistency test (MCT), The total rank differences test (TRDT), and The total score test (TST) 

[38]. 

 

 

Table 1. Literature reviews a framework comparison 
Framework Model and method Spatial datasets Results  

[32] Model-based spatial statistical 

methods: Poisson regression, 

Negative Binomial regression, 

Empirical Bayesian. 

The accidents, injuries, 

and deaths by years 

In this study comparing all methods used, where 

Empirical Bayes has the best accuracy and 

consistency, recommended by the Highway Safety 

Manual (HSM) and the European Union Acquis 

[33] Model-based spatial statistical 
methods: Kernel density 

analysis, Nearest neighbor, K-

function 

Intercity accidents, 
accidents leading to 

injury, accidents leading 

to death, and accidents 

leading to damages 

The observed value curve on the spatial analysis 
process, the value of spatial datasets is above the 5% 

confidence interval 

[36] Spatial analysis techniques: 
Nearest Neighborhood 

Hierarchical (NNH) Clustering, 

Spatial-Temporal Clustering 

Analysis (STAC) 

Road accidents 
involving all types of 

vehicles 

The results of the spatial analysis vary according to 
the parameter values in the spatial datasets, where is 

STAC has a 461,57 higher Prediction Accuracy Index 

(PAI) compared to NNH 163,69. 

[34] ANNs techniques: Extreme 
learning machine (ELM), 

Probabilistic neural network 

(PNN), Radial basis function 

(RBF), and Multilayer 
perceptron (MLP).  

V/C, speed, vehicle 
kilometer traveled 

(VKT), roadway width, 

the existence of median, 

and allowable/not‐
allowable parking 

Evaluation method using Nash – Sutcliffe (NS), mean 
absolute error (MAE), and root means square error 

(RMSE). ELM, as a feed-forward neural network, 

becomes the algorithm that has the best performance 

and the most accurate prediction results (RMSE 
=3,576; NS =0,81; MAE =2,5062) by randomly 

selecting hidden nodes using random weights.  

[35] Hot spot analysis (Getis-Ord 

Gi*): Network spatial weights, 

Kernel Density method 

The traffic accident) Hotspot analysis gives better results because it is 

done by considering the weight of spatial datasets 

[37] The support vector machine 

combines the techniques of 

statistical learning, machine 

learning, the neural networks 

based: Support vector machine, 
Deep neural network 

Accident, person, 

vehicle, road, and 

environment data 

They proposed a real-time online deep learning 

framework Based on traffic accident black spots. 

SVM algorithm in machine learning has 63% 

precision and a 61% recall rate in analyzing the black 

spots of traffic accidents. If the training data period is 
added, the SVM and deep neural network values 

increase by 95% and 89% accuracy, 69%, and 79% 

recall rates. 

[38] Black spot identification (BSID) 

method and Segmentation 
method: Empirical Bayesian 

(EB), Excess Empirical 

Bayesian (EEB), Accident 

Frequency (AF), Accident Rate 

(AR).  

The traffic accident AF method has the best performance with a 

consistency of 93.1% compared to EB 92.2%, and 
EEB 77.4%. The performance of the EEB and AR 

methods is the weakest in the case of segmentation in 

most cases of segmentation. 

[39] Machine learning techniques to 

prediction model: Decision tree 

regression (DTR) methods 

Regression tree framework, 

Ensemble techniques. Model 
assessment: Average Squared 

Error (ASE), Standard 

Deviation of Error (SDE) 

Statewide Traffic 

Analysis Zone (STAZ) 

The DTR model to prediction accuracy works better 

than the spatial DTR model. To improve prediction 

accuracy using ensemble techniques (bagging, 

random forest, and gradient boosting) with slightly 

better results, depending on the amount of training 
data. 

[27] Multicriteria decision making 

(MCDM) model: Weighted 
linear combination (WLC) 

method 

The traffic accident 

Reports 
 

The model was developed to determine the criteria 

weights that have been determined by experts with 
interest in subjective results. 

[40] Prediction model: Deep neural 

network model, Gene 

expression programming (GEP), 
Random effect negative 

binomial (RENB) models, 

Regular negative binomial 

model (FENB) 

The road geometry, 

traffic, and road 

environment) 

The DNN model experienced an increase in road 

prediction with 0.914 (RMSE =7.474) by GEP, and 

0.891 (RMSE =8.862). GEP works better than RENB 
to measure the ranking of variables that influence 

accidents. 

[16] Random effects negative 
binomial model: Hierarchical 

cluster method 

Real time-frequency of 
accident data and 

contributing factors 

The model developed can provide information on the 
main causes of accidents at road intersections 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The proposed framework is based on a literature study by comparing the existing framework to 

determine the performance of the spatial analysis model offered for traffic accident prone roads in Table 1 

and the MCDM-based framework [27], [41]-[44]. The framework being compared includes the method used 

for primary study (PS) spatial analysis for accident-prone traffic roads, the spatial analysis model used, 

spatial datasets used to test the model through method selection, and the value of the measurement results 

through the assessment. 

The framework that has been developed by previous researchers will be described in this section. 

The framework model [44], was developed to create the Maycock and Hall’s accident prediction model. This 

model provides sensitivity analysis on modeling results using multi-objective optimization (MOO) using 

multi-criteria decision making for the analytical hierarchy process (AHP model). The needs primary spatial 

data sets in the road geometry category, the necessity secondary spatial, i.e., the numbers and types of traffic 

accidents, traffic and demand for structural flow, visual distance and vehicle speed, road signs, and 

equipment, lighting, driver behavior. The value of the multi-criteria parameters obtained will be done 

mathematic spatial data modeling to produce the sensitivity of spatial analysis, the results of multi-criteria 

optimization in the form of traffic efficiency (TS), and traffic safety (TS) to the predicted traffic accident. 

MOO model is measured using a consistency index (CI) and consistency ratio (CR), the model is proven to 

have a good structure with a value of CR≤10, or the CR value is 0.00298; this shows that the MOO model 

with MCDM on the AHP model has a consistent value the good one. 

The [41] framework was developed by the PROMETREE-RS MCDM model. MCDM is used 

because it can use more than one parameter to get the best results from the alternatives produced. This model 

was developed to evaluate the DEA and TOPSIS methods in road safety to reduce risk the number of 

accidents on the road through the road safety index. The model is tested by using the Robustness of the 

composite index. The average correlation value, the average rank value, and the cluster variation average 

values will be entered into the MCDM PROMETHEE-RS to test the resulting model. Multi-criteria 

parameters tested in this model, i.e., the Police Department data, fatalities, serious injuries, number of 

inhabitants, number of registered vehicles, traffic risk, and public risk. This parameter will be used to 

mathematic spatial data modeling through DEA and TOPSIS, the produce optimal composite index through 

the value of final risk efficiency. DEA-WR provides the best ranking results compared to the DEA-based 

composite indicator model (DEA-CI). 

The [42], [43] framework is a model built using MCDM. The purpose of this model is to create a 

knowledge data mining rule decision tree through FP-growth and apache spark framework. A trial model on 

road accident analysis, where the results have a high degree of accuracy and work well to improve road 

safety. The multi-parameter criteria used are the road accident data to death and injuries attribute. The testing 

model for the relevant association rule is done by testing and validation by measuring quality measurement. 

MCDM model involves many criteria, so it is suitable to overcome the problem of accident-prone road 

section (APRS) on the type of horizontal alignment, vertical alignment, intersections, significant places, and 

shoulder widths with an accuracy value of 0.8830 for threshold values 1 [27]. 

The proposed framework in previous research will be used by the author as a reference in 

developing further activities of the framework that will be proposed. The framework of the research proposed 

in Figure 2 has the main differences from the existing framework. Prepare data requirements for spatial 

datasets as primary and secondary spatial datasets in determining the road categories to be studied (using a 

private or public spatial dataset type). Perform a literature study relating to multi-criteria parameters used on 

each road category. Mathematics modeling for spatial analysis to the proposed framework for hybrid 

estimation model-based on a combination of MCDM-ANNs multi-class classification. In this case, the pre-

processing data process will run for the classification analysis process. The range of classification will be 

performed through mathematical modeling using the Guttman method. The results of the multi-class 

classification will be validated with SCT, MCT, and ARC validation. Focuses on the propose a classification 

of roads prone to accidents using multiple criteria parameters (data series), make modeling of road prone to 

accidents by calculating the value of traffic accident by type of events and the index of the accidents, the 

density that of roads traffic accident happened to each zone and the amount of data in each year, risk factors 

based on the severity of the accidents, severity of roads traffic accident events, crash prediction models using 

data series, and the value of the societal cost of each type the accident. The ANN strategy has the most 

noteworthy rating of techniques that are regularly utilized in the literature review in essential considers. The 

empirical Bayes method and decision tree in data mining are also broadly used within the clustering category 

in spatial information modeling of accident-prone zones. This considers a proposed framework of 

classification used a hybrid estimation model based on a combination of MCDM-ANN classification. Test 

the consistency of the method from the model produced with the MCT, SCT, and the value of ARC model 

evaluations. ANNs classification methods are the most popular data mining techniques in the field spatial 
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analysis of accident-prone roads and the factors that affect the accident rate, among others (neural networks, 

extreme learning machines, k-nearest neighbor, naive bayes, decision trees) [45], [31]. 
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Identify assessment 
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Figure 2. Proposed hybrid of MCDM-ANNs classification framework to evaluate and rank spatial analysis 

model traffic accident prone roads 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

The proposed framework in this study will act as a model-based hybrid estimation approach on a 

combination of MCDM-ANNs classification to strengthen data mining techniques in spatial multi-criteria 

analysis in multi-class classification decision making. In the literature review on the primary study, there are 

no research topics that discuss on the traffic accident-prone roads classification on the arterial road, collector 

road, and type of road based on its nature (pavement, geometry, and local road) categories. The spatial 

analysis model using MCDM among others, analytic hierarchy process (AHP), analytical network process 

(ANP), weighted sum model (WSM), weighted product (WP), weight product model (WPM), simple additive 

weighting (SAW), technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), preference 

ranking organization method for enrichment of evaluations (PROMETHEE), multi-attribute utility theory 

(MAUT), elimination and choice expressing reality (ELECTRE), and vlsekriterijuska optimizacija i 

komoromisno resenje (VIKOR). The results of the best methods through APR measurement will be a 

reference in decision making in road management. Existing research is still limited to one type of road used 

as an object (specific region), and 96% is used private spatial datasets. In this study, it was using an Inductive 

qualitative approach in the modeling of road prone to accidents to identify the findings of science that is done 

during the research process. The proposed a classification of roads prone to accidents using multiple criteria 

parameters, make a modeling of road prone to accidents calculating by the value of traffic accident by type of 

events and the index of the accidents, the value of the density that of roads traffic accident happened to each 

zone and the amount of data in each year, the value of risk factors based on the severity of the accidents, the 

value of severity of roads traffic accident events, the value of crash prediction models, the value of the 

societal cost of each type the accident, and the test result is using the method the SCT, the MCT, and APR. 
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